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INTRODUCTION
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The Mission of the Department of 
Intercollegiate Athletics is to provide an 
environment in which student-
atheletes complete their 
undergraduate college education and 
achieve success at the highest possible 
level.  The Department is committed to 
offering a first-class competitive 
athletics program at the NCAA Division 
I level that promotes the values of 
Eastern Illinois University.

The creation of this Master Plan for the future of 
the Athletics District is an integral part of the 
daily efforts to achieve this mission.  We would 
like to thank all those who have helped us create 
the vision described on the following pages.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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This is an exciting time to 
be at Eastern Illinois 
University. We are a 
university which honors 
its past and embraces its 
future. Each of us, day in 
and day out, affects the 
university’s future. Let us 
work together, confident 
of success, so that when 
asked our part in the 
success, each can say, 
“Individually, I made a 
contribution; together, we 
made a difference for our 
students, our university, 
and our society.” I look 
forward to working with 
you to advance our 
university.

William L. Perry
University President
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In March of 2010, The University began the process of 
updating the Campus Master Plan, preparing for the 
phased physical growth of the Campus in the next 5 
years, 10 years, and its ultimate development.  This 
Plan will assist in coordinating physical changes to 
campus facilities, buildings and grounds that are 
required to achieve many of the goals and objectives 
held by the University, individual departments, 
colleges and divisions.  The Plan will address the 
campus facilities needs; establish space standards; 
and qualitative and quantitative space requirements 
for 41 departments selected by EIU as those most in 
need of space or located in buildings slated for 
demolition.  

The Plan imagines a more sustainable future, 
envisioning a walkable campus; reduced dependency 
on fossil fuels by using renewable energy; and 
integrated natural storm water drainage to reduce 
infrastructure impact and improve campus informal 
gathering places.  Committing to an approach in 
which tradition is evident and respected, the Plan will 
encourage the stewardship of defining attributes of 
the Campus while creating a cohesive and 
contemporary physical identity that weaves the 
Campus into the community and region.

The Athletics District Master Plan shares in this 
commitment and is intended not only to advance the 
objectives of the Athletics Department but to help 
position the University for the future.

UNIVERSITY CAMPUS MASTER PLAN
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• Maintain a proper balance between academics and athletics. 

• Support the student-athletes as a whole person, academically and athletically, in career development, community 
service, and related to personal well being. 

• Develop discipline, character, and teamwork….all necessary ingredients for individual leadership and achievement. 

• Student-athletes, coaches, and staff must uphold a sense of character, honesty, and integrity as they serve Eastern 
Illinois University. 

• Long term success increases exposure for Eastern Illinois University and provides regional and national exposure. 

• Achieve athletic success on a regional and national level, without compromising any core values. 

• Operate in a fiscally sound manner, balancing state, university and self generated resources to create a competitive 
and appropriate budget. 

• Build, renovate and maintain facilities to provide a first class environment to allow competition at the highest level 
of success. 

• Recruit Illinois students who are prepared for NCAA Division I competition. 

• Be a campus partner by strengthening and building relationships with students, faculty, administrators, and staff 
from other areas of campus community. 

• Be a positive city, county, and state partner by strengthening and building relationships with Charleston and 
Mattoon City Councils, operating departments, and county government officials. 

• Empower individuals (student-athletes, coaches and staff) to make decisions in a responsible and accountable 
manner that will lead to their success. 

• Provide excellence in customer service by communicating openly and honestly with constituents, treating every EIU 
alumnus, ticket holder, fan, or contributor with the utmost respect. 

• Promote good sportsmanship in all athletic endeavors. 

• Maintain an environment that promotes gender equity and embraces diversity, providing fair and equitable 
treatment of all student-athletes and staff. 

• Maintain a positive, enjoyable, and family friendly work environment. 

VALUES & TRADITION

Eastern Illinois University considers 
intercollegiate athletics to be an 
integral part of the University, 
providing students, faculty, alumni, 
and friends with an opportunity to 
share in the life of the collegiate 
community. 

The Department has a responsibility 
to advance the University’s role, 
ensuring athletics will be conducted 
in accordance with Eastern Illinois 
University educational mission while 
maintaining and building Panther 
Athletics. 

This Master Plan is intended to promote the 
development of the Athletics District in a manner in 
keeping with the Core Values and Traditions of the 
University and the Department of Intercollegiate 
Athletics.
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02

CURRENT CONDITIONS
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Eastern Illinois is home to 21 NCAA Division I sports.  Facilities are housed on the west 
side of the EIU campus between 4th Street and Grant Avenue.  EIU competes as a 
member of the Ohio Valley Conference in 17 sports.  Men’s Soccer competes as a 
member of the Missouri Valley Conference while men’s and women’s swimming 
compete as members of the Summit League.  Women’s Rugby competes as an NCAA 
Independent.

All of the intercollegiate teams have their home venues within the District with the 
exception of Golf which uses numerous courses in the local region.

The District is also the location of student recreational facilities and home to numerous 
academic departments.

CURRENT CONDITIONS
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Approximately 80 acres of the EIU campus are 
dedicated to the primary Athletics District.  The 
southern and western edges of the District are directly 
bordered by adjacent neighborhoods.  The northern 
boundary is Grant Street which is primarily a 
neighborhood street.  The side most connected to the 
main campus is the eastern boundary which runs the 
length of the District along 4th Street.

Currently, the District feels divided from the main 
campus aggravated by the separation caused by 4th 
Street.  Recent additions and renovations have taken 
on an architectural style that is unique to the District 
and distinct from the identity of the main campus.  
This serves to further the disjointed feeling between 
these major parts of campus.

The existing feeling of openness provided by the 
practice fields, together with amenities like the large 
stands of trees, Frisbee-golf course and cross-country 
paths, is valued by the University as a whole.  As these 
fields are likely places for future expansion, care must 
be taken to balance new development with existing 
assets.

CURRENT CONDITIONS

1)  O’BRIEN FIELD
2)  LANTZ ARENA COMPLEX
3) PRACTICE FIELDS
4)  DARLING COURTS
5)  COACHES FIELD
6)  LAKESIDE SOCCER FIELD
7)  CAMPUS POND
8)  WILLIAMS FIELD
9)  LAKESIDE RUGBY FIELD
10)  UNIVERSITY SERVICE BUILDINGS
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Old stands of trees and 
open fields on the 
edges of the District 
significantly contribute 
to the character of the 
area and provide a 
pleasant transition to 
the neighborhood that 
surround the District on 
three sides.

In numerous areas 
within the District, 
including a primary 
entry to the Lantz Arena 
Complex, service and 
loading areas mix with 
pedestrian and parking 
areas.

Coaches Stadium has 
recently seen significant 
investment, making it a 
pleasant place to view 
baseball.  Darling 
Courts are well located 
but not configured for 
tournament play.  
Consideration is needed 
to reduce the potential 
of foul balls entering 
the courts.

O’Brien Field, a 10,000 
seat stadium, is the 
venue for football and 
outdoor track and field.  
The main stadium also 
houses coaches offices, 
meeting rooms, locker 
rooms, a weight room 
and athletic training 
facilities.  It is the only 
outdoor artificial turf 
facility on campus.  

The Lantz Arena 
Complex is the central 
hub of the District.  It 
contains numerous 
primary sport venues 
and locker rooms, the 
athletic academic 
center, the student 
recreation center, and 
offices for athletic staff 
and physical education 
instructors.

Williams Field, the 
home of softball, has 
seen recent investment 
similar to Coaches 
Stadium.  The venue is 
somewhat crowded by 
the main entry road and 
the fenced 4th Street 
boundary.  Visibility 
from spectator seating 
could be improved.

4th Street, the primary 
north-south street 
through Campus, divides 
the main Campus from 
the Athletic District.  The 
Campus feeling is 
diminished as buildings 
in the District are set far 
from the street edge, 
unlike the Campus 
buildings across the 
street. 

The pond in the center 
of the District, together 
with its ring walk and 
pavilion has become a 
favored gathering 
space.  Current 
sustainable storm water 
practices in addition to 
ecological and safety 
concerns suggest 
enhancement of this 
facility may be in order. 

The Lakeside Soccer 
and Rugby Fields are 
both natural grass 
pitches.  Both have 
ample spectator seating 
and recent additions of 
windscreens  and 
fencing improve the 
intimacy and pagentry 
of the venues. 
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THE BLUEPRINT
Student-athletes at EIU are expected to excel.  They meet or exceed expectations for 
Academic success while consistently challenging for conference championships.  It is a 
sustained effort to maintain superiority in the conference in some cases and gain 
ground in others.  It is a constant endeavor to ensure that the University can provide the 
resources, support and facilities to current students and future recruits.

At the same time, athletics help to create the memories of collegiate life and bring 
alums back to the University.  Continuing to provide an entertaining and noteworthy 
experience to the University community is a key aspect of the success of the Athletics 
Department and a necessary part of its development.

In order to responsibly consider the future, this “Blueprint for Success” creates a 
planned approach to improvements and growth that will occur in the coming years.  It 
is far reaching as the intent is to inspire.  Simultaneously, it seeks to provide the 
opportunity to grow and enable the EIU sport programs to compete at the highest level 
possible while being appropriately conscientious with its resources.
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The guiding principles directing the EIU Athletic 
Facilities Master Plan:

• Enhance the EIU student-athlete and fan 
experience

• Build upon existing assets and create 
superlative new facilities  

• Enable a flexible growth strategy 

• Knit together the academic and athletic 
campuses

• Advance the EIU and East Central Illinois 
relationship

THE BLUEPRINT

1)  O’BRIEN FIELD (TRACK & FIELD STADIUM)
2)  LANTZ ARENA COMPLEX (RENOVATED LANTZ ARENA)
3)  PANTHER PERFORMANCE CENTER
4)  NEW FOOTBALL STADIUM
5)  NEW MULTI-PURPOSE FACILITY (BASEBALL, SOFTBALL, GOLF)
6)  GOLF DRIVING RANGE
7)  DARLING COURTS REFURBISHED

 8)  NEW SOFTBALL STADIUM
 9)  COACHES FIELD
10)  NEW CENTRAL PARKING 
11)  NEW MULTI-PURPOSE LAWN
12)  NEW SOCCER AND RUGBY PITCH
13) SERVICE & LOADING AREA
14)  UNIVERSITY SERVICE BUILDINGS
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New Soccer / Rugby Stadium

New Multi-Purpose Facility
(Baseball, Softball, Golf)

New Football Stadium Panther Performance Center

Refurbished Tennis Stadium

New Softball Stadium

O’Brien Field
(Track and Field) Renovated Lantz Arena
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04

FOCUS AREA CONCEPTS
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PANTHER PERFORMANCE CENTER

The Panther Performance Center will become the new front door to Athletics.  Its 
115,000 square feet will be a hub of activity for all student-athletes and a place for 
visitors to learn about or revel in the athletic history of EIU.  The Center reaches out to 
the main Campus - emotionally, with a more collegiate relationship to 4th Street and 
physically, with public spaces and a lecture hall for use by all at the University and the 
local community.
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THE PANTHER PERFORMANCE CENTER

Program Elements:

• Basketball 
- Practice Gym – divisible to two practice floors
- Associated practice equipment and storage
- Men’s and Women’s Team Rooms
- Men’s and Women’s Coaches Offices
- Men’s and Women’s Locker Rooms
- Men’s and Women’s Film Rooms

• Football
- Team Room
- Team Rooms by position
- Coaches Offices
- Locker Room
- Film Room

• Shared Spaces for all Athletics
- Academic Success Center

1) 400 seat hall
2) Study rooms

- Sports Med./training Area
- Strength training Area
- Athletics Admin. Suite
- Athletics Marketing/Development Suite
- Pre-game function facility
- “Front Door” Lobby/Hall-of-fame/Retail 
-  Staff Men’s and Women’s Locker Rooms
-  Officials locker rooms
-  Media viewing room

NORTH
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NORTH-SOUTH CROSS SECTION AT THE 400 SEAT LECTURE HALL
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NORTH

LEGEND
Academic Addition
Building Support
Concourse/Circulation
Lobby
Locker Room
Office/Administration
Practice Gym
Team Meeting Room
Training Space

THE PANTHER PERFORMANCE CENTER

02: UPPER LEVEL PLAN
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00: FOOTBALL FIELD LEVEL PLAN01: CONCOURSE LEVEL PLAN
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NEW FOOTBALL STADIUM

The new Football Stadium brings more intimacy and campus engagement to one of the 
University’s premiere sports.   The new location creates the opportunity for a seating 
bowl that brings spectators close to the game.  The Stadium benefits from proximity to 
the new Panther Performance Center affording an opportunity to share many of its 
amenities while providing for updated football facilities. 
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NEW FOOTBALL STADIUM

Program Elements:

• 15,000 Seat Stadium 
- Artificial field turf playing surface
- General seating bowl
- Improved accessible seating
- Seat-back stadium seating
- Private club area
- Corporate, Club, AD, & President Suites with box 

seating
- Shared Suite Lounge
- Press box
- Concessions
- Men’s, Women’s and Family Restrooms
- Digital screen scoreboard with camera platforms

NORTH
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EAST-WEST CROSS SECTION AT THE 30 YARD LINE
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NORTH

03: PRESS BOX LEVEL PLAN

NEW FOOTBALL STADIUM

02: SUITE LEVEL PLAN

LEGEND
Bleacher Seating
Building Support
Club Seating
Food Service/Prep.
Club/Lounge
Press Box
Lobby/Gathering
Restrooms
Storage
Suite
Turf
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01:  GROUND LEVEL PLAN 00: FIELD LEVEL PLAN
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LANTZ ARENA RENOVATIONS

The Lantz Arena Complex will continue to be a central facility for the Athletic District 
and the University as a whole.  The proposed Panther Performance Center in addition 
to the number of other new facilities will allow for the renovation of the Arena making a 
more intimate and accommodating venue.  The renovations will provide improved space 
to sports programs, student recreation and academic programs.  Additionally, the 
renovations should improve crowd movement during an event and circulation though 
the facility overall. 

Program Elements:

• Upgraded seating for 5000
- Improve accessible seating
- Explore Suite opportunity

• New Concourse behind seating
- New restrooms and concessions
- Central and entry ticketing

• Entry lobby upgrades 
- Elevators (2)

• Coaches’ Offices
- Volleyball
- Swimming Men’s and Women’s
- Soccer

• Locker Rooms
- Volleyball
- Men’s and Women’s Tennis
- Men’s and Women’s Swimming
- Rugby
- Visiting Team Men’s and Women’s (shared 
basketball, volleyball, tennis, swimming, rugby)

• Upgraded Classrooms
- Primarily for Kinesiology
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NORTH

LEGEND
Lower Seating Bowl
Upper Concourse Seating
Concourse/Circulation
Restrooms & Concessions
Service & Storage
Renovated Space
Practice Gym
New Space

LANTZ ARENA RENOVATIONS

OVERALL ARENA PLAN

NORTH-SOUTH CROSS SECTION AT THE MIDCOURT LINE
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01:  GROUND LEVEL PLAN02: CONCOURSE LEVEL PLAN
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MULTI-PURPOSE FIELD BUILDING

The center of team activities for Baseball, Softball and Golf will be housed in the new 
Multi-purpose Field Building.  This will be a primary practice facility for these sports.  
The artificial field turf floor provides for a full size Baseball infield as well as a 
specialized putting and chipping area for Golf.  Golf also has 3 to 4 hitting bays and a 
club repair area.

Program Elements:

• New Golf Practice Facility
- Netted Driving Bays
- Indoor Chipping and Putting

• Indoor Baseball/Softball Practice facility
- Fielding surface
- Flexible Hitting Bays

• Coaches’ Offices
- Men’s and Women’s Golf
- Baseball
- Softball

• Locker Rooms
- Men’s and Women’s Golf
- Baseball
- Softball
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NORTH

LEGEND
Building Support
Entry/Circulation
Golf Diving Range Bays
Locker Rooms
Office/Administration
Turf 1
Turf 2
Turf 3

MULTI-PURPOSE FIELD BUILDING
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EAST-WEST CROSS SECTION AT THE GOLF PRACTICE GREENS

01:  GROUND LEVEL PLAN
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O’BRIEN FIELD RENOVATIONS

Already a valued Track & Field stadium, O’Brien Field will become the dedicated 
competition venue for the sport.  The existing stadium seating provides ample capacity 
though aesthetic, structural and safety updates are likely and will require further study.  
To the extent possible, all of the events should be brought inside the Stadium.  
However, to avoid damage to the artificial field turf that will remain, additional analysis 
is necessary to determine which events must stay in the area just outside of the 
Stadium where many of the throwing sports are located today.  

Program Elements:

• Change to Track & Field Venue 
- Renovate existing stands as necessary
- Improve existing media box and suites
- Remove east stands 
- Renovate Track surface
-  Retain artificial field turf surface
- Move Field sports inside the track as 

possible 

• Renovate Coaches’ Offices
- Track 
- Tennis 
- Rugby
- Marching Band Director
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NORTH

GRANT STREET
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SOFTBALL/BASEBALL/TENNIS VENUES 

Updating the Darling Tennis Stadium and relocating Williams Softball Field creates the 
opportunity to provide updated, shared spectator facilities to these venues and Coaches 
Field.  The realignment of the courts in Darling Stadium allows the venue to be set up 
for hosting tournament play.  Williams Field, in addition to gaining improved spectator 
sight-lines, can benefit from the intimacy and energy of baseball games at Coaches 
Field. 

Program Elements:

• Softball
 - New  Field and Stadium

• Tennis
- 6 courts aligned for tournament play
- Upgraded seating 
- Ensure a safe distance from foul balls - new 

netting as necessary

• Shared Facilities
 - New outdoor sports restroom and 

concession facility
 - Spectator gathering area
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NORTH
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SOCCER/RUGBY PITCH

The natural grass playing surfaces of the Soccer and Rugby fields are combined and 
placed in a location that brings the action closer to the main campus making it more 
likely for students to spontaneously engage in these sports.  At the same time it 
provides a intimate setting for the sports that play here.   A parking lot directly to the 
west serves the new pitch.  Concessions and restroom are now nearby in the southern 
facilities of the new Football Stadium.

Program Elements:

• Shared Facilities
 - New  natural grass playing surface
 - Upgraded seating and windscreen   

 sideboards
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05

DISTRICT RECOMMENDATIONS
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4TH STREET ENHANCEMENT

Forth Street has the potential to be a grand university street, one that is expressive of the EIU 
culture and identity and is a destination in itself.  The eastern edge already has a favorable 
collegiate relationship to the street with the buildings of the main campus creating one side of 
the outdoor room.  This edge also has stretches of large tree stands that lend definition and a 
comforting presence to the street.  The recommendations of this plan are to bring the future 
major buildings of the District in closer proximity to the street, creating the western edge of the 
room.  The plan also suggests public spaces and venues near the street allowing their activity to 
be more captivating and engaging from the main campus.  Additionally, the intent is that the 
western edge be planted in a manner as to complete the feeling of a tree lined corridor.
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PEDESTRIAN CORRIDORS

As 4th Street becomes a connector between the 
main campus and the Athletics District, special 
attention should be given to major and minor 
pedestrian paths and their associated crossings.  
The pedestrian corridor between McAfee Gym 
and Ford Hall will continue to be a primary 
connection the the District.  Garfield Street, 
particularly as this corridor becomes more 
pedestrian oriented, will be another primary 
connection that will also offer an axial view of the 
new Football Stadium.  

The central hall of the Panther Performance 
Center is intended to be public in nature and will 
allow pass-through pedestrian access to the 
District as well as interior access to the Lantz 
Arena Complex.  This direct path may generate 
pedestrian traffic through the corridor between 
McKinney and Weller halls. 

The new entrance to the District south of the 
proposed Football Stadium is likely to generate 
another minor access point connecting to the 
South Quad and nearby residence halls.
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VEHICULAR CIRCULATION & PARKING

The transformation of O’Brien Field into 
primarily a Track & Field venue allows for the 
removal of the eastern stands of the stadium.  
For the benefit of connected vehicular flow 
through the District particularly on game days, 
the plan suggests taking advantage of the 
additional area to widen the existing road 
between the Lantz Arena Complex and O’Brien 
Field and permit two-way traffic.  This main 
spine provides access to the service area and all 
of the central parking areas.

Parking is redistributed in this plan, maintaining 
lots on the edges of the District but creating a 
large central lot with accessible connections to 
the Lantz Arena Complex, the Baseball/Softball/
Tennis area and the new Panther Performance 
Center and Football Stadium.  The parking 
numbers are estimated but suggest that the 
overall number could increase by 110 cars not 
including the potential of approximately 200 cars 
in the lawn overflow area.

135

245

285

275

(200)

112
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GATEWAYS & GATHERING ZONES

The reorganized circulation plan helps to create 
two distinct points of vehicular entry into the 
District.  These new gateways can emphasize the 
arrival to the Athletics District in general.  
Simultaneously, they could be made to help 
distribute on-site traffic by having the northern 
gate identified with recreation while the eastern 
gate could highlight intercollegiate sports.  Minor 
gateways, such as the entry to the O’Brien Field 
area, can help to accentuate special areas within 
the District.  

Two new plazas (in red), on at the eastern entry 
to the Panther Performance Center and the 
other at the southern entry to Lantz Arena  will 
help to create a threshold to the District and 
accommodate the larger crowds that are present 
on game days.  Less formal gathering areas 
(orange) at the competition venues are intended 
to enhance the experience for spectators, 
organize ticketing and crowds, and provide a 
sense of identity for the sports playing in the 
venue.  The central lawn (in green) is a flexible 
space that can be used for overflow parking, 
tailgating or a pick-up game
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NATURAL FEATURES & TOPOGRAPHY

The district benefits from a number of mature 
stands of trees that weave their way throughout 
the site.  Efforts should be made to preserve 
these areas as a transition from the District to 
the neighborhoods and an amenity from which 
the campus community can benefit.  

Creation of the football stadium bowl provides 
the opportunity to raise the topography  in the 
area directly south of Lantz Arena - allowing the 
concourse level to have a entrance at grade on 
this side of the building.  This change also 
facilitates a more central, accessible parking 
area in this location. 

The new District configuration does call for 
moving the existing pond from its current 
location.  Further study (potentially in locations 
indicated in blue) is necessary to determine the 
appropriate placement and treatment of the new 
pond.  It is the intent that the new facility takes a 
more contemporary and sustainable approach to 
stormwater management and ecological water 
quality.

Models such as Miller Showers Park near 
Indiana University and the Dell at the University 
of Virginia demonstrate how such facilities can 
become excellent public gathering spaces and 
civic amenities. 

Miller Showers Park, Bloomington IN
(RATIO Architects)

The Dell, University of Virginia
(Nelson Byrd Woltz)
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On the EIU main campus can be found a beautiful 
collection of buildings and quads that help to define 
the collegiate identity of the University.  Styles range 
from university gothic to modern but the best 
examples share an attention to detail, a consistent 
palette of materials and an ordered rhythm in the 
facades.  Recent additions to the Athletics district have 
taken on a different style and approach.  As new 
buildings are constructed in the District, particularly 
those that are intended to create a presence on 4th 
street, it is recommended that their design be 
contemporary but clearly a part of the EIU tradition.  
This will serve to reinforce the integration of the main 
campus and the Athletics District.  Additionally, it 
underlines the importance of academics in the life of 
the student-athlete. 

It is the intent that all outdoor sports competition 
venues will be lighted for evening and nighttime play.  
Attention has been paid in the plan to keep these 
facilities some distance from adjacent neighborhoods 
to protect them from spillover light.  As specific lights 
are chosen and integrated, additional thought should 
be given to fixture choice and positioning to reinforce 
this notion.  Additionally, night games will emphasize 
the need for area lights in parking areas, plazas and 
along paths beyond what is necessary simply for 
safety and security.  Area lights should be consistent 
with campus standards and efforts should be made to 
use full cutoff and energy efficient fixtures.  

MATERIALS & LIGHTING

M A T E R I A L
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D E T A I L

R H Y T H M




